Monday Morning Swim Evaluation
Before we let you play all week, we have to do an evaluation of your swimming skills to
determine how we can make your time with us as safe as possible! Here is how the swim
evaluation will work:
The Swim Evaluation:
●
●
●

Jump in the Pool
Come up and tread water (swim in place) for 10 seconds
After those 10 seconds, swim to the lifeguard about 30 feet away

What the Lifeguard is Looking For:
●
●
●
●

Does the camper keep his/her nose and mouth out of the water while treading?
Does the camper swim with reasonable ease to the 30 foot mark?
Does the camper swim without grabbing onto the side of the pool, flipping onto his/her
back, or grabbing the lifeguard administering the evaluation?
Does the camper maintain his/her composure during the course of the evaluation?

Sunshine campers will all wear lifejackets during camp to ensure their safety throughout the
week. Even if a sunshiner is a great swimmer, the pools can get deep and there are lots of other
campers of all ages swimming at the same time.

See FAQ on the next page

FAQ
Can I wear goggles during the evaluation?
Yes! However, if your goggles come off when you jump in, or at any other time during the test,
you are not allowed to grab the side to fix them. Goggles should be used as an extra comfort,
not as a necessity since we cannot ensure that every camper who needs goggles has them
every swim period.
Can I wear shoes while I swim?
Yes! We ask that you take your swim test in the shoes you will be wearing while you swim, so
we know you are able to swim in them!</li>
Can I swim under water?
Yes! You can swim the 30 feet in whatever style you like, except for a backstroke.
Will someone be there to help me if I need help?
Yes! We have at least one (and usually two or three) certified Lifeguard(s) watching you during
the entire evaluation to ensure you are as safe as possible. If at any time you seem to be
struggling a Lifeguard will be there to help you out of the pool.
Am I allowed to make up a missed evaluation on Tuesday?
Yes! If you are not at camp Monday morning, or if you decide not to take the evaluation, you are
able to make it up on Tuesday morning/afternoon.
If I do not pass the swim evaluation, what happens?
If the Lifeguard team decides that you would be safest in a lifejacket, you will be fit accordingly.
You are still allowed to do EVERYTHING everyone else gets to do in the pools; you will just get
to wear one of our cool life jackets while you do it!
Can I bring my own life-jacket?
Yes, but if at any time a lifejacket from home stops working properly we will switch it out for a
camp jacket to ensure the child’s safety!
Do I have to take the swim evaluation?
Nope! If you choose not to take our swim evaluation, you will be fit to wear a life-jacket for the
rest of the week, or until you decide to be evaluated!

